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    Abstract  

 

This study is basically concentrated on use of bracings in steel buildings. Here many parameters like bending moment, axial force, 

joint displacement, utility ratio etc. will be assessed under lateral loads generated from earthquake particularly. Bracings are to be 

placed in variety of mode in the typical frame, and from them attempt is to be made to find best bracing configuration considering 

minimum possible weight. The study is carried out on computer software SAP 2000. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Building frames are most common structural format, an analyst/engineer encounters in practice. Generally, in steel structures, 

Moment Resisting frames or rigid frames are widely used than any other types against lateral forces. Performance of rigid frames 

against lateral loads is acceptable up to certain extents. Moreover, only frames are not efficient against the lateral forces. As the 

height or width or bay of the frame increases, pure rigid or unbraced frames are not efficient to withstand against the lateral forces 

i.e. earthquake or wind, which causes the buckling or bending or deflection or drift of the entire or part of the structure, which 

leads the partial or complete failure of the structure. This can be complied by providing an additional stiffness & ductility to the 

frames. In steel structures bracings are commonly used for enhancing the lateral stability. Various bracing configurations like 

single diagonal type, cross or X type, V type, K or knee type etc. are utilized in steel structures according to structural and 

architectural requirements. This study includes 1) Parametric study of various bracing systems 2) A study of effect of bracing 

configuration on internal columns of the frame.  

A. Parametric Study of Various Bracing Systems 

Various parameters like bending moment, axial force, joint displacement, utility ratio, Inter storey drift, fundamental time period 

under various mode shapes and weight of structures are studied. Plan and 3-D view of the building is shown below. For comparison 

corner column A1, Edge column F4 and Interior column C5 is considered. 

            
     Fig. 1a: Plan of the typical building                             Fig. 1b: A 3-D view of the building 

Following bracing systems are taken for study.  
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Fig. 2: bracing systems 

Number of bracing pair in, X INT, X EXT, X KITE RIGHT & X KITE INVERTED are same i.e. 16 in one face of the 

structure, X ALT and X SERIES have 20, X EXT CENTER has 24. 
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B. Corner Column: A1 

 Fig. 3: Comparison of Bending Moment for Corner Column A1 Fig. 4: Comparison of Axial Force for Corner Column A1 

Figure 3 reveals that though X Kite inverted frame has same number of bracing elements as compared to X int. and X ext., it shows 

lesser value, moreover X kite inverted has less number of bracing elements than X alt. and X ext. center, it gives almost same or 

lesser value. Figure 4 reveals that X int. frame has lowest value as compared to other frames even it has almost same value of axial 

force as unbraced frame has. 

Fig. 5: Comparison of value of Joint Displacement for Corner Column 

A1 
Fig. 6: Comparison of value of Utility Ratio for Corner Column 

A1 

Figure 5 shows X kite inverted frame shows lesser value as compared to the frames have same number of bracing 

elements. Moreover, X alt. frame which has less number of bracing elements as compared to X ext. centre, shows lesser value of 

displacement at the top. Figure 6 illustrates that X int. frame has shown lowest value of utility ratio up to fourth floor, and then 

onwards X ext. centre has lesser value. 

C. Edge Column: F4 

 
Fig. 7: Comparison of value of Bending Moment for Edge Column F4 
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Figure 7 reveals that though X alt. frame has shown lesser value as compared to X ext. center, moreover except ground 

floor X kite inverted has shown lesser value than X ext., X int and X kite right frame. 

Fig. 8: Comparison of value of Axial Force for Edge Column 

F4 
 Fig. 9: Comparison of value of Joint Displacement for Edge 

Column F4 

Figure 8 shows X alt. frame shows lesser value of Axial force as compared to others, moreover X kite inverted and X kite 

right have shown lesser value than X ext. and X int. on each floor. In Figure 9, X kite inverted frame shows lesser value as compared 

to the frames have same number of bracing elements. X alt. frame shows lesser value as compared to X ext. center. 

 
Fig. 10: Comparison of value of Utility Ratio for Edge Column F4 

It has been seen from chart that average value of utility ratio of X kite inverted frame as compared to other frame except 

X alt. has less.    

D. Interior Column:C5 

 
Fig. 11: Comparison of value of Bending Moment for Interior Column C5 

Here X kite inverted frame shows lesser value as compared to the frames have same number of bracing elements. X alt. frame 

shows lesser value than X ext. centre. There is almost no change in the value in any system. It means if bracings are provided on 

outer periphery of the system, particularly for axial force there is no effect of bracing on interior column. 
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      Fig. 12: Comparison of Axial Force for Interior Column C5 
  
 Fig. 13: Comparison of Joint Displacement for Interior Column C5 

  

X kite inverted frame shows lesser values as compared to the frames have same number of bracing elements. X alt. frame 

shows lesser value as compared to X ext. center. All frames with bracing elements show almost same value of utility ratio. It is 

further concluded that effect of bracings (located on periphery only) on interior column is same in all bracing configuration but 

value as compared to unbraced frame is lesser in all case. 

 
    Fig. 14: Comparison of value of Inter Storey Drift                     Fig. 15: Comparison of value of Fundamental Time Period 

X kite inverted frame has lesser value as compared to any other frames which have same number of bracing elements. X 

alt. frame shows lesser value of inter storey drift as compared to X ext. centre. X kite inverted frame has lesser value as compared 

to any other frames which have same number of bracing elements. Even it has almost same value as compare to X ext. center frame 

which has almost 30% more bracing elements. Chart also reveals that X alt. frame which has less number of bracing elements as 

compared to X ext. centre, shows lesser value. 

 
Fig. 16: Comparison of self-weight of frames 

E. A Study of Effect of Bracing Configuration on Internal Columns of the Frame 

Typical unbraced frame as shown in figure 1a and 1b is compared with fully braced frame having cross bracing on periphery except 

centre bay of bottom floor. For comparison we have taken results of axial load & utility ratio of column C5. Data is shown in table 

1 and 2. 
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Table 1: Data of Column C5 of unbraced frame subjected to lateral loading 

 
Table 2: Data of column C5 of fully braced frame selected to lateral loading 

 
Table 3: Data of column C5 of unbraced frame subjected to gravity loading 

Table 1 shows that on first floor of column C5, the utilization of column is almost nearer to 1 i.e. 100% utilization. It 

means column section will get fail if extra loading is provided to the frame/column. While table 2 shows that utility ratio is about 

70%. It means it has still capacity to take 30% extra loading. Now in next case fully braced frame is compared with unbraced frame 

subjected to only gravity loads. Data of fully braced frame is given in table 2. Data of unbraced frame subjected to only gravity 

loads are shown in table 3. 
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Data of table 2 and 3 shows that values of axial force and utility ratio are almost same. It means if the fames are fully 

braced from outer periphery then we can control the loading as well as utilization of internal columns and we can also design 

internal columns in such a way that it can only take gravity loads and lateral loads i.e. earthquake loads are taken by outer columns 

and bracings. But at the same time total weight of the structure is also a key parameter as it directly deals with cost of project. 

Comparison of weight is shown in below table 4. 

 
Table 4: Comparison of weight of frames 

From above data it is seen that weight in fully braced frame is increased by 142.324 KN.  Now from table 2 we have seen 

that column C5 has still 30% capacity to take extra loading. It means it is still not utilized to its full swing. In view of this to 

compensate that 30%, we have adopted lesser size of column. Therefore, all internal columns are resized by ISWB 500 instead of 

ISWB 600 (I). Again the frame having ISWB 500 column ID C5 is compared with unbraced frame subjected to gravity loads. Data 

of fully braced frame with ISWB 500 columns is shown in table 5. 

 
Table 5: Fully braced frame having interior columns ISWB 500 

Table 5 reveals that value of utility ratio at ground and first floor of column C5 is nearer to 1 i.e. 100% utilization. Now 

same frame is compared for weight with unbraced frame and fully braced frame having ISWB 600(I). Below table shows 

comparison. 

 
Table 6: Comparison of weight of frames 

It has been seen from above table that Fully braced frame with ISWB 500 columns have lighter than any other frame. 

II. CONCLUSION 

In view of above study, we come to conclusion in following manner; 

A. Bending Moment 

 X kite inverted and X kite right frame shows 5% to 10% lesser value as compare to X ext. and X int. frame. All said frames 

have same number of bracing elements. Values of X alt. frame, which has less number of bracings as compare to X ext. centre, 

shows 4 to 6% reduction. 

 In some cases, values of X kite inverted frame are almost same as of X alt. and X ext. centre. Both later frames have more 

number of bracings 20% to 30% than X kite inverted frame. 
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B. Axial Force 

 Values of X kite inverted frame for edge column shows 3% to 5% reduction as compare to X ext. and X int. frames. X alt. 

frame has 5% to 7% reduction in values as compare to X ext. centre frame.  

 In case of interior column, there is almost no change in values above seated parameter for all frames.    

C. Joint Displacement 

 In all cases, X kite inverted frame shows 10% to 20% lesser value as compare to X ext. and X int. frame. X alt. frame has 

lowest value of joint displacement as compare to other frames. 

D. Utility Ratio 

 In case of corner column X int. frame shows 15% to 20% lesser value as compare to X ext. frame, X kite right frame and X 

kite inverted frame.  

 In case of edge column X kite inverted frame shows 10% to 15% lesser value as compare to other frames having same number 

of bracing elements.  

E. Inter Storey Drift 

 Results reveals that X kite inverted frame has shown 15% to 20% lesser value as compare to X int. and X ext. and even it has 

less value than X kite right frame.  

F. Fundamental Time Period 

 X kite inverted frame has lesser value as compared to any other frames which have same number of bracing elements. Even it 

has almost same value as compare to X ext. centre frame which has around 30% more bracing elements. X alt. frame which 

has less number of bracing elements as compared to X ext. centre, shows lesser value.  

 If the frame is unbraced, in such case all interior columns under lateral loads are utilized to its full capacity. 

 If the frame gets fully braced from periphery, then all interior columns can be designed for gravity loads only as lateral loads 

are governed by outer columns and bracings, moreover sizes of interior columns can also be reduced to take only gravity loads 

for its full capacity. 

 Finally, it has been concluded that even by using bracing to periphery of frame, total weight of the structure can be minimized 

as compare to unbraced frame subjected to lateral loads. 
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